One short dialog that redpilled me
27 upvotes | 23 June, 2017 | by bad_guy_steve
It happened few years ago when I had my first a girlfriend for like two months. I wasn't familiar how
women behave that much and I thought the smarter ones are not whores. There was small dialog between
her and her roommate (she was 8 or 9 on look scale). Roommate got back from some date and was
disappointed. She was heading then to some party.
Ex: Just don't go to bed with random guy.
Roommate: I don't have place to do it anyway (pointing out that we were taking the apartment)
Edit: So conclusion is that a lot of girls when something bad is going on with their lifes they just fuck
random guys.
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Comments
[deleted] • 8 points • 23 June, 2017 09:54 AM

I dont really understand why you were redpilled by this, meaning I think I'm missing the point of the dialogue,
I'm quite new here. Can you explain what about this dialogue made you go MGTOW?
[deleted] • 13 points • 23 June, 2017 10:24 AM

The only thing stopping her from fucking a random Chad is not having a place to do it.
That's how I took it.
mediumwaffle • 3 points • 23 June, 2017 01:20 PM

Yup, that's how easy they have it.
Going out means they can hook up with anyone who looks at them if they so wish.
Another thing I would probably be thinking in a situation like this is:
"Hmm, if they are talking about hooking up with random guys so nonchalantly that must mean she does
it regularly. That also means there's a good chance my gf brings home random men regularly... "
[deleted] 23 June, 2017 01:42 PM

[deleted]
[deleted] • 2 points • 25 June, 2017 07:49 AM

I seen a study where if a woman cheats, she's 350% more likely to cheat again.
Xlasingx • 5 points • 23 June, 2017 04:27 AM

excellent view..
stay strong brother.. we are here and understand..
being redpilled, is a hulluva thing..
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